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Kevin decided to try out some of the most popular Samsung Galaxy S5 cases currently on the market and give you his thoughts. The long-awaited Galaxy S5 wireless cover has yet to be officially released in the U.S. market, but can be found on ebay from some Hong Kong and US sellers. Look at the video above or the list below and let
us know what the deal you have and what you think about it. Cruzerlite cases are a popular choice for several reasons, namely price, simplicity and color options. You will also get the signature Bugdroid design engraved in the case. The lightweight material does a great job of covering essentials and even lifts the device a bit when lying
face down, which helps protect the screen from scratching when on flat surfaces. The back is tenacious enough to give you confidence that it won't slip out of your hand easily. There are a few inaccuracies when it comes to the cut, but overall Cruzerlite is a worthy case for its price. Buy on Amazon ($10)OtterBox is a name to beat when it
comes to sturdy cases. Again, while the Galaxy S5 is inherently dusty and waterproof, the extra protection that the rugged enclosure offers gets you added peace of mind. The OtterBox case is essentially a two-part affair. One part is more complicated than plastic, which acts as a spine, and the other is softer but still heavy rubber. Styling
is what you'd expect from OtterBox: it's not super appealing, but it's not ugly either. What matters here is the protection it offers. Example: The large lip around the screen provides additional screen protection in the event of a fall. A few drawbacks though: the buttons are soft for the first few days, but it should be cleaned using. Also, you
can expect quite some weight and volume with this kind of protection. Buy on Amazon: $35A case with an epic name, Verus Thor offers many color options. It's also a two-part case, with the rear acts as a shield outside of soft rubber that protects the phone's framing from easy chipped. The protrusion also protects the screen when laying
flat, although it doesn't go as far as OtterBox.I like how the contours of the case on the side allow for a better grip. The buttons are covered but still offer easy presses without the initial hacking period. In general, the Verus Thor feels strong and must protect the device in the event of a fall. Buy on Amazon ($15) This case is very similar to
the Verus Thor - also a two-part case with a stiff, perforated shell on the back. The buttons are covered as well as at an angle, offering a unique style. It's a bit bland though, but the journey is short, so you don't have to fight the presses. The cutouts have a rounded design that gives the body a clean look. The thin armor is a little thinner
than the Verus Thor, and the bezel is not so thick. But he offers some screen protection except, perhaps, in the case of a direct hit, if the phone falls. This is my favorite case among this set, because of its lightweight and slim design. Buy on Amazon ($16-$20) Samsung Galaxy S5 Mini, as the name suggests, a smaller version of its
flagship namesake. It also takes on a more middle-class character in terms of specifications, but is still as feature-packed as any Samsung smartphone, with the language of design almost identical to its larger sibling, with only less footprint. As with most devices, users have encountered some problems along the way. That's why we've
put together some of the most common problems users face with the Samsung Galaxy S5 Mini, and offer potential solutions on how to fix them! Disclaimer: Not every Samsung Galaxy S5 Mini user will encounter these problems, and it is likely that you will not encounter any of the problems listed below. The problem #1 - Poor battery life
Of The Galaxy S5 Mini users have complained about the battery suddenly draining, or dying overnight, leading to missed alarms and late launches. Potential Solutions: Switch to GSM Only mode. If you don't use Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, 3G or GPS, you can only switch to GSM mode, which provides basic features of the phone and significantly
extends battery life. Turn off Wi-Fi if you're not in use. Go to the settings - Wi-Fi and make sure it's off. Turn off the GPS, it eats a lot of battery when not in use. Close the camera app. Turn off the brightness of the screen. Make sure your phone is up to date by going to settings - Device - Set system updates - Check now. Don't use
Android Live Wallpaper. They look good, but the movement on the screen burns up your battery life. Clean your battery contacts at least twice a month. Make sure you always use the original AC charger, as alternative chargers can damage the battery. Don't expose your phone to extreme temperatures. Recalibrate the battery: Drain the
battery until the phone is turned off - Repeat until the phone turns on - Take out the battery and wait five seconds - return the battery to its original position. - Charge the battery while the phone is off - When the charge is 100% remove the charger and then charge again to get it back 100%. Turn on the phone. The problem #2 - Wi-Fi
connectionMany users have experienced problems connecting to Wi-Fi and staying connected for long periods of time. Potential Solutions: Turn off the Galaxy S5 Mini over and over again. Turn off the router and again at the same time as the device. Make sure your device isn't in energy-saving or mode mode Choose the router you want
to connect to by turning off your Wi-Fi settings, and then forget to connect. Start from scratch. Go to your network and click edit - advanced options then change settings to determine the best channel in your yours use the Wi-Fi Analyzer app to go to your IP address and change it accordingly. Check the MAC filtering on the router to make
sure your phone is listed. The problem #3 - The phone keeps overheatingA many users have found that the device becomes uncomfortable warm with extended use. Potential Solutions: Restart the Galaxy S5 Mini by holding the power button and choosing a reboot. Make sure you don't run any unnecessary apps that can put excessive
pressure on your phone. A rogue app could be the culprit if the problem only arose recently. Remove those that have been installed recently and see if this problem goes away. Check that you are up to date with the latest system, moving to settings - Device - Set system updates - Check now. The problem #4 - The phone is charging too
slowly While a common problem that users of the Galaxy S5 Mini have reported that battery charges are too slow, especially since it doesn't seem to keep charge long enough. Potential solution: Make sure you use the original cable provided with the phone when you bought it. Sometimes alternative chargers and cables can use different
voltage settings, leading to charging and battery problems. Make sure the charger and cable are properly connected. Make sure the USB cable works by plugging the phone to your directlyMake computer, making sure the socket is working properly while trying to charge another device from the same outlet. If you find that your charger is
a problem, you will have to request a replacement. If the charger is not a problem, then it will probably be a problem with the device's battery. Try taking the battery and cleaning the joints regularly. If necessary, contact your charger or battery replacement service provider. The problem #5 - Freezing and crashing problemsMany users of
the Galaxy S5 Mini have suggested that their phone is having trouble suddenly crashing or freezing, especially when using certain apps or trying to access YouTube.Potential solutions: Reboot your device by holding the power button down and choosingMake is confident that all the apps you use are updated by going to my apps - App
Updates. Make sure the device is fully up to date by moving on to the settings - Device - Set system updates - Check now. Go to settings - Apps and remove all apps that may be causing the problem in your phone. Otherwise, delete all applications and then selectively reinstall. So there are some of the common problems that users have
experienced with the Samsung Galaxy S5 Mini. If you have suffered from any of these problems so far, then make sure you will let us know if our solutions worked for you. If you have suffered from any different problems, make sure you tell us so we can try to find a solution. SEE ALSO: ALSO: The Galaxy S5 Mini ReviewBest Galaxy S5
Mini casesHere are guides on how to reset the Samsung Galaxy S5 Mini at the plant, load into safe mode and clear the cache section. Download in safe mode: Hold the power key to turn on the Galaxy S5 Mini offTap the same key to turn it back onOnce logo appears, use the volume key to highlight Safe Mode. Choose with a power
button. Reboot your device using your phone settings: Go to settings - User and backup - Backup - Reboot - Reset Data FactoryOrstlim to choose In any password or lock key you have for the device the phone must restart automatically. Plant Reset Use hardware keys: Hold the power button to turn the OffPress Device Tom up, power
and home button until an Android image appears on the screenUse volume keys to select the reset/data destruction plantWhen you see the ability to restart the system, use the power button to choose. The phone has to reboot. How to clear the cache section: Use the power key to turn off the Galaxy S5 miniHold down power, home and
Volume Up buttons until you feel the phone vibrate, then release the Power Release two other buttons when you see the recovery screen and use the volume button down to select the swipe cache section. Confirm the use of the Power button This is the flagship season here at the Android Authority, and after our in-depth look at the HTC
One (M8) and Sony Xperia No 2, it's time to dive into Samsung's latest high-end smartphone offering! As with every Samsung launch, the Galaxy S5 is one of the most anticipated smartphone releases of the year, but initial impressions were mixed at best. Those who hoped for a sharp break with the past were left disappointed. Others felt
that combining a familiar design with some new elements worked, in effect, in Favor of Samsung. And, with so many compelling alternatives on the table, choosing the best Android smartphone is harder than ever. What does and doesn't work in its favor is what we learn in this comprehensive review of the Samsung Galaxy S5! You can
be inspired by: 19 of the best Samsung Galaxy S5 accessories! Design Incremental updates have been a trend with other flagship releases this year, and this is also the case with the Samsung Galaxy S5, with the return of many items that you can remember from previous iterations of the smartphone. There are some subtle differences,
but the design settings are ultimately not as significant. The first thing you'll probably notice is the familiar shape of the smartphone, with its rounded corners that hold together a pretty flat profile overall. Depending on your perspective on the Galaxy S series, this form factor will either myself is pleasantly familiar or too played out.
Samsung's signature button layout is coming back as well, but there's a welcome change here. This time you get the physical button home, home, back button, and brand new capacitive latest button apps that replaced the menu button found in other Samsung smartphones. This change should provide a more consistent experience,
especially for users coming from Android shares or other OEMs. You'll also notice that the framing around the Galaxy S5 display is a little bigger than on its predecessor. Some may bemoan this change, but surely the purpose of this step. Samsung has made this change to improve the durability of the phone, making it more difficult for the
screen to break when the phone falls on its side. Several early drop tests seem to suggest that this measure of caution works, although we still recommend using a qualitative case (best cases for the Galaxy S5). The wider framing supposedly help with phone water and dust resistance, too. Coming around in the side, you'll find Samsung's
typical mock button with the rocker volume on the left and the power button on the right side. The ridges on the sides of the phone are more pregnant than the Galaxy Note 3 before it, but I can't say it affects the handling. For all intents and purposes, the parties are still flat, and so the processing pretty much remains the same. The
microUSB charging port at the bottom is covered with a small plastic valve, another compromise needed to protect the water. The headphone jack and the IR blaster found at the top have been detected but are still able to withstand the elements. And finally, we turn to the rear, which is easily one of the most talked about aspects of the
phone, and the only major departure from the otherwise familiar language of design. The first thing to know is that the lid requires a little more effort to snap into place in order to make sure that the water can't make it past the sealing pads on the inside. But it's the design rather than the functionality of the back of the Galaxy S5 that will
probably get a mixed reaction. Personally, I'm not a big fan of dimpled finishes, especially when I compare it to the nice faux skin texture Samsung used on the Note 3.Looks are an important factor, but handling is just as important to the experience the phone eventually offers. In this regard, Samsung certainly deserves some credit. The
Galaxy S5, despite a slightly larger 5.1-inch display, is only marginally larger than its predecessor, and remains very easy to handle. If you liked how the Galaxy S4 felt in your hand, you'll feel at home on the S5 as well. Of course, no amount of good design can change the fact that the Galaxy S5 comes with a great display, so if big
phones aren't your thing, you need to look elsewhere. With that said, at least for me, the S5 is probably the best handling device in its class. While the Galaxy S5 looks may be missing out on areas, at least, should he get points for ease of use, good functionality, and and Training. Display like previous generations, the Galaxy S5 has a
beautiful Super AMOLED display, with a 0.1-inch bump in size compared to the S4. You get almost everything you can in the display from this 1080p screen with a pixel density of 432 ppi, including clarity, color vibration, contrast, brightness and viewing angles. Very bright colors fit well the design of touchWiz's user interface, as the colors
mostly pop out, almost feeling like a punch in the face. This kind of vibration is definitely eye-catching, but you can tone it down if you prefer more accurate colors using the movie mode from the available display presets. The viewing angles are as good as ever, and even on very steep corners the colors remain bright. Virtually all the
media that you're going to watch on this display shines through, so you'll certainly enjoy while playing like plants vs. zombies 2.Also worth mentioning is the screen's ability to register a touch from your fingers, even if you're wearing gloves, along with its ability to recognize a soaring finger to take advantage of its Air View capabilities.
Samsung doesn't make a big deal for air gestures this time around, but the ability to view files or read a quick message without touching the screen is still a nice little feature of TouchWiz.PerformanceIn line with what is expected from a proper flagship, the Samsung Galaxy S5 has the best processing package that is currently available.
You get a quad-core qualcomm Snapdragon 801 processor clocked at 2.5 GHz, slightly faster than the competing smartphones supported by the GPU Adreno 330 and 2GB of RAM. We often see comments regarding stuttering and lag on Samsung Galaxy devices, and although this might have been a real problem in the past, I rarely
encountered it when I used the Galaxy S5. Part of the credit definitely goes to an updated and seemingly optimized version of TouchWiz; the only real delays I spotted were in the area of my magazine, when the app refreshes online content. Multitasking is a breeze as well, without stutters found in the new latest screen apps, but I could
do without the smooth but long transition disappearing between apps. Another major feature of Samsung devices, Multi Window, is also completely free of lags. Especially with the myriad tools available in the new version of TouchWiz, getting something done on this device shouldn't be a problem, and fortunately the phone is powerful
enough to handle everything. Equipment I have already mentioned an important new feature of the Samsung Galaxy S5, which is its IP67 rating to protect against dust and water. This rating means that the phone is almost completely protected from dust, and can be submerged in water to a depth of 1 meter and as long as 30 minutes,
without any negative reaction or performance. When you turn on your phone or or It's charging, you get reminders to provide the back cover and microUSB charging port accordingly. Once it's done, you're done. After a few splashes, the phone remained very responsive and I didn't even have problems with water registering the presses on
the screen, an issue that came from time to time with other devices. Under the back cover are two features that have played a big role in Samsung's continued leadership in the market - a removable battery and a microSD card slot. The IR blaster on top allows you to control the TV or install the top boxes, through an app that will also help
you find the best content on television. You'll also get plenty of sensors in your phone that help with various features such as the S Health Pedometer or the aerial gestures that make a comeback in the Galaxy S5. The quality of calls on the T-Mobile network did not bring any problems, without shrugging off the calls and no complaints from
both ends regarding the sound quality. Speaking of sound quality, the Speakers of the Galaxy S5 are relegated to the back of the device, and pretty much offer the same experience as before. You can tinker with some settings to achieve better sound, but the speakers of the Galaxy S5 just don't cut it against competition, especially
smartphones that have front blocks like the HTC One (M8). The biggest additions when it comes to equipment are the heart rate monitor and finger scanner. The heart rate monitor does improve the functionality of the S Health app, but unless you're looking for a snapshot of your heart rate from time to time, single readings can be made
possible with this sensor, not very useful for those who are really passionate about fitness. You can learn more about the heart rate monitor in the video focusing function below. The fingerprint scanner adds another layer of security to the device. But I found it a little more bothersome than anything, especially given the time it takes to get
into the phone, even with the finger scanner working as intended. The usefulness of the scanner will definitely go up a notch once it has more functionality than just unlocking the phone, but until the use there is not much to say. You can check out Finger Scanner in action in another focus video feature below. And finally, when it comes to
battery life, the 2800 mAh unit Of the Galaxy S5 may not seem like a great upgrade, but turns out to be more than capable. When I filmed the focus video above and the camera shootout you'll see below, I used the phone pretty hard. A few solid hours of taking a huge amount of photos, playing Google Play Music throughout the drives in
and out of place, and phone calls in between, left me with about 50% of the battery life after 7 hours. As work made, used waned, and with a long standby time, I was able to get to the last hours of night night the remaining battery percentage is falling below double digits. Thus, the average user will get durability from this phone, while the
powers users may find themselves reaching for cord power just in time for the bed. Ultra energy saving mode can be your saving grace however, as you can strip the phone of the user interface of its monochrome bare bones, and only key applications and settings, in exchange for greatly increased durability. CameraOne one of the
biggest additions to the Galaxy S5 is the new ISOCELL camera, an optical package that brings a 16 megapixel sensor equipped with new technology that isolates every pixel from the neighboring to higher quality photos. Moving on from technical jargon, the quality of the camera speaks for itself, as you can see in the sample image and
camera shootout feature focus video below. First, let's talk about the app, which is always a big part of the equation when taking a photo with a smartphone camera. The menu takes a circle motif to the revamped TouchWiz look, while set back on some Galaxy S4 features and add new ones. It's a fairly simple app to use at first, with Auto
Mode more than enough to help you get where you need to go. But opening the Settings menu shows you a long scroll menu with all the options you can use. You can really customize the camera experience to your liking, with the ability to click to take pictures, use facial recognition, and more. As far as modes go, many of those that
originally came with the Galaxy S4 are no longer built-in. You get a short list of modes in the selector and then a link to the Samsung App Store to download more. But you get two particularly new this time, Selective Focus and Live-HDR.Live HDR gives you the opportunity to see through the viewfinder the effect HDR will have on your
shot, and is very useful if you're not sure how HDR will affect the scene. When used correctly, this option can really help you improve a photo that would otherwise prove unusable. Selective Focus is a samsung way of adding some styles to your photos. In mode, you can focus on the main theme and then the camera will take a few
photos and handle them together. The processing takes a bit, but if done correctly, you can play around with the resulting image by choosing to focus the foreground, background, or entire shot. When the feature works well, the results are pretty good, but it can be a hit or miss. When the software is unable to draw the perfect line between
objects, it is definitely noticeable, since part of the image will be blurred because it is not handled properly. Image samples that being said I found myself quite disappointed the effect didn't work in cases where I knew that the foreground should be distinguishable from the rest, especially if I didn't keep the phone completely yet while A few
shots. However, this is a good start for the effect, which adds another style element to your smartphone photos. ISOCELL seems to be doing the trick as far as quality is concerned, resulting in photos that have great color saturation and good details. The details captured pretty well, with a number of photos showing good sharpness even
after zooming in, but this is not the case for each image. Reducing overall lighting conditions will exacerbate the problem, which is not particularly surprising, but the camera gets some decent shots even in those less than ideal conditions. With a plethora of features and settings at its disposal, the ISOCELL camera proves to be a worthy
companion for those who want to get a little more out of their camera experience compared to other devices. SoftwareWhen it comes to software, the updated version of TouchWiz is not, once again, a drastic change that many would hope for, but it updates some elements and introduces a few new features to what is otherwise a standard
formula. At first glance, TouchWiz seems very familiar with its very rich color scheme and flashy icons. Home screens are pretty much the same, with box apps keeping their horizontal paginated layout. Swiping left, however, will open Samsung's take on the second home screen experience, My Magazine. Although it should be a news
aggregator, it makes a piglet back on Flipboard, but even then, not to the extent that you might like it. Even casual Flipboard users, which in itself is a very powerful and stylish news app, won't be happy to know that any subscriptions they may have created don't filter into My Magazine. Instead, the app pulls out of the curator's list of
categories and your social media channels. More freedom of choice would definitely help my magazine to provide the experience it was hoping for, but ultimately the app largely serves as a shortcut to Flipboard.The more obvious change is the inclusion of the new recent button and screen apps, which as the name suggests, opens up a
list of your recent apps. This is a welcome change, especially for those accustomed to more stock as a multitasking experience. Other changes can be found when you pull off the notification menu. The power widget is now populated by circular icons, and comes with the now standard long list of switches for all available features. Many of
them will be familiar, but the one worth mentioning is Toolbox, a small floating button just like Facebook's Chat Heads, which provides a quick shortcut to five different favorite apps. Another neat feature is the boot booster, which allows TouchWiz to use Wi-Fi in conjunction with a connection to mobile data to download files that are more
than 30MB. This feature works okay but don't get carried away as you can find Mobile data ends very quickly. All of these features are in a completely updated settings menu that has taken over this motif circle as well. All options are elegantly classified in pull-ups, making it easy to find what you are looking for. After that, many of the
features that you may be familiar with returning, like gestures you may or may not use, the Multi Window, and the S Health app, which has been updated mainly to accommodate the heart rate monitor.What is most striking about the latest version of TouchWiz is that it's actually pretty smooth considering that lagginess has been one of the
biggest points of contention with previous editions. The sound effects played can be annoying very quickly, but the updated version has enough subtle changes to make it fresh. It won't be long before dating sets up again, but at least TouchWiz has now become fast and pretty reliable. SpecsDisplay5.1-inch Super AMOLED, Full HD (1920
x 1080), 432 ppiProcessor2.5GHz Snapdragon 801RAM2GBStorage16GB/32GBBattery2800 mAhCameras16 MP rear LED flash with ISOCELL and 4K record (limited 5min), 2.1 MP frontNetworks3G, Cat. 3 2X2 MIMOConnectivityGPS, GLONASS, microUSB, Wi-Fi a/b/g/n/ac, Bluetooth 4.0 LEDimensions142 x 72.5 x 8.1 mm, 145 grams
Of ColorsBlack White, Blue, GoldWaterproof and Dusty-Resistant PI67 - USB port covered with plastic flapSoftwareAndroid 4.4 GalleryPricing and Final ThoughtsThe Samsung Galaxy S5 will be available from all major U.S. carriers soon, at a higher price for their 2-year contracts, which are usually $199. An unlocked version of the phone
can be expected to be close to the $700 mark. And so, there you have, an in-depth look at the Samsung Galaxy S5. Looking at many of the comments after the launch of this smartphone, some people felt that it was not a worthy successor to the Galaxy S4. In many ways, this impression can be somewhat accurate. Although there have
been additions such as a heart rate monitor or fingerprint scanner, they don't feel ultimately useful to me, and the novelty will likely disappear pretty quickly. It also may not be the most promising phone out there, and some may consider the GS5 too similar to its predecessor. But for every finger scanner, there is an ISOCELL camera. For
every design choice you may not like, there is a new IP certification. And for every point lost due to lack of freshness, there are points for acquaintance. Half of you like this phone and the other half won't, and that's the sad reality of the Galaxy S5 at the moment. The good news is the Galaxy S5 is an honest phone, and if you shake its
charms now, you'll probably have a good time using it for a long time. For everyone else, I still encourage you to give this phone a shot without completely writing it off and you may just end up like what that See. Buy Samsung Galaxy S5 from Amazon Buy Sprint Samsung Galaxy S5 from Amazon Amazon samsung s5 mini latest android
version. samsung galaxy s5 mini latest android version
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